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Dear Friends,

As our congregation is immersed in the celebration of the Centenary of the Death
of Venerable Mary Frances of the Cross, our Foundress, this issue of Seeds of Life
proposes a particular reflection inspired by the metaphor of the mustard seed,
according to the Gospel of St. Mark.

My wish in the message of March 6th on our website www.ssmgen.org was to
celebrate the event in the spirit of the Magnificat in order to sing our praises to
God with “humble gratitude”. Like Mary, who became aware of God’s great gift
to her and to humanity, she acknowledged her littleness; we, too, are encouraged
to cultivate this evangelical attitude. Mary praised the wonders that God had done
in her, and she proclaimed the liberation of humble, poor, hungry and afflicted
people, those whom we also are called to serve.

The content of this issue of Seeds of Life highlights God’s work in our lives and
our congregational history, being aware that our life and history touches other
lives and histories. When you read the simple reflections, you will easily note that
the congregation has never been and will never be a large organization, even with
the generous commitment of Mother Frances and the dedication of many sisters
in the past and in the present. Our congregation continues to have the character-
istics of the mustard seed. The branches that faith sprouted, grew, and bore fruit,
may not seem to be spectacular in the eyes of the world, but that doesn’t dimin-
ish the actual impact that they had on the people.  

Through a careful reading of this publication, you will note that some of our min-
istries left a systemic and visible mark in some parts of the congregation; in other
areas, the impact has been more modest. In faith and hope we believe that through
our faith-filled  efforts, we will continue to offer shelter and hope to many peo-
ple.

My hope and invitation is that more and more we commit ourselves to the mis-
sion that was entrusted to us by God and not get trapped into the temptation of
longing to accomplish spectacular things, and to keep our gaze on Jesus and
Mary, Our Sorrowful Mother,

“… From the Cross you received a new mission. From the Cross you became a
mother in a new way … Do not be afraid, Mary! At the foot of the Cross, you
became the mother of believers. In this faith, which even in the darkness of Holy
Saturday bore the certitude of hope, you made your way towards Easter morn-
ing.. … Holy Mary, Mother of God, our Mother, teach us to believe, to hope, to
love with you. Show us the way to his Kingdom!” (Spe Salvi, 50 by Benedict
XVI)

Sr. M. Teresina Marra
General Superior

Publication by: 
General Administration 

Casa Generalizia
Via Paolo III, 7-9

00165 Rome, Italy
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According to Scriptural scholars, the point
of the Parable of the Mustard Seed is the
contrast between the insignificant begin-
nings of a seed and the unexpected growth
to a full grown tree, a metaphor that Jesus
used to describe the Kingdom of God. Even
though tiny in origin, it became firmly rooted
and branched out into the world. The para-
ble depicts the dynamics of the growth of
creation and, at the same time, emphasizes
the contrast between the seemingly insignif-
icant life of Jesus, His humble behavior

through His passion and the loftiness of
Jesus’ salvation of the world through His
death.  Mark, the evangelist, while he was
writing Holy Scripture, had already been
experiencing the spread of Jesus’ influence
as a shelter for many poor. The parable is
an announcement of the Kingdom of God
on the earth and an invitation to faith; it
helps us to understand that when faith is
properly cultivated and nourished, it has the
potential for the seemingly impossible to
become possible.

As a Mustard Seed
“To what shall we compare the Kingdom of God, or what parable can we use for it? 
It is like a mustard seed that, when it is sown in the ground, is the smallest of all the

seeds on the earth. But once it is sown, it springs up and becomes the largest of plants
and puts forth large branches, so that the birds of the sky can dwell in its shade”. 

(Mk 4, 30-32)
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A significant number of ministries established by
Mother Frances and the early sisters are still thriving.
Their stories can be found on the various websites
listed as links on the congregational website
www.ssmgen.org. Among them are Borgo Santo

Spirito  and Castel Sant’ Elia in Italy; Vienna in Aus-
tria; the hospitals in the US/Caribbean Province in
Wichita, KS, Marshfield, WI, Rhinelander, WI, Toma-
hawk, Oshkosh, WI, Wabasha, MN,  and St. Francis
Health Resort, Denville, NJ. 

Seeds and Seedlings

The story of the Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother could
very well be told with the metaphor of the seed. Moth-
er Frances’ dream had the distinguishing marks of the
parable. She nourished her dream through   prayer and
listening to the Holy Spirit and when she began to
share this dream, suffering and misunderstanding sur-
rounded her. The dynamism of her faith as baptismal
gift made possible what was humanly impossible. The
small community that she established in Rome quickly
expanded to other countries. Each new branch that
was established had the purpose of caring for the poor
and healing the sick, and was always accompanied by
poor beginnings, suffering, hard work and many chal-
lenges. From Rome the community branched out into
various parts of the United States, to Austria and Ger-
many; later to Brazil, the Caribbean and most recently
to Tanzania, Africa. Following Mother Frances’ exam-
ple and the call to build the Kingdom of God, Sisters
answered the call enduring suffering, misunderstand-
ing, physical hardships, and economic poverty.

Ministries Established by Mother Frances Alive and Still Growing
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Deep Roots

In using the metaphor of the seed we can say that the roots of Mother Frances were
her deep faith, hope and love; these virtues were nourished through daily Eucharist
and a deep, contemplative prayer life. She came to understand the uniqueness of
her call to found a new congregation; she developed the awareness that this call came
from God and that she needed to respond and nurture it; She didn’t look to perform
spectacular deeds; she merely wanted to be faithful to God’s call patterning herself
after St. Francis of Assisi in simplicity and humility. Mother Frances led a very asceti-
cal personal lifestyle, but had a very compassionate heart, especially for the poor. She

responded generously to the needs that were brought to her attention and taught the sisters that what matters most
is the gift of oneself; the amount of love that is put into one’s actions. These virtues were for her and are for us fun-
damental dimensions of our charism and mission.

“…Integration of these two dimensions in our apostolic service is the demanding challenge of our charism.
When we are able to assist others to live more closely according to the gospel of Jesus Christ, the power
of our charism contributes to the furthering of the Kingdom of God”. (OWL #53)

Like Mustard Seeds

Simple and humble persons, animated by the faith of a mustard seed, contributed to the growth and extension of the
Kingdom of God, following the example of Mother Frances. From Germany, via Rome, about 800 sisters from the
beginning of the congregation until today, left for Italy, Austria, and the United States, to dedicate their lives to car-
ing for the sick and providing education to children, with an emphasis on the poor.
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In 1993 the SSM’s of the US/Caribbean Province
embraced yet another culture and the Spanish lan-
guage in the Dominican Republic. The purpose was
always the same—-respond to those in need. Learning
that many children either could not attend elementary
school or dropped out because of poverty, the sisters
and their lay partners worked together with a group of
Dominican people to bring about systemic change
through basic education and healthcare. This was
done despite the fact that the sisters were getting
older, that we had few religious vocations and that we
were already spread too thin in ministry. Our plan from
the beginning was to empower the Dominicans to care
for their own people.   
Some of the major changes that occurred as a result of

the SSM presence include the following: a holistic cur-
riculum for pre-school children is being used as a model
curriculum for the country; a law was passed regarding
procedures for obtaining birth certificates at birth.
Through the rural health program, the health aides in
each of the 36 villages are trained  to identify health
problems and to prepare mobile clinics for the profes-
sional healthcare visits; there are adolescent and
women’s programs as well as an ecology program that
offer opportunities for education, training and job place-
ment. In the northern part of the country programs and
services have been established, including water filters,
garden planting, addressing the needs of the elderly
and imprisoned and adult literacy programs in collabo-
ration with lay church partners from the United States.

New Seeds

The SSM Foundation in the Dominican Republic
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In 1995 the SSM’s brought together their three health-
care systems and combined them into one national
health care system. Marian Health System became the
parent corporation of St. John Health System, Ministry
Health Care and Via Christi Health System. These sys-
tems share a common mission and values that
empower them to improve the health of the communi-
ties they serve. 31 hospitals, two of which have been
recently opened in new locations, numerous clinics
and agencies address the health care needs of individ-
uals and families from birth to death. With  25,731
employees, 1,016 employed physicians,  several hun-
dred board members, and hundreds of volunteers,
these organizations provide $268 million in annual

benefits to the communities they serve, particularly to
those who do not have health insurance. 

The impact of Marian Health has and continues to be
incredible, especially as one reviews the early humble
beginnings of the sisters; it is one of the largest
Catholic Health Care Systems in the U.S. and is
known for providing quality compassionate care. Part-
nering with the laity has greatly enhanced the devel-
opment of the organizations. Their eagerness to carry
the compassion of Jesus to the forgotten, invisible and
ignored, as well as to articulate clearly and remain
faithful to the tenets of our Catholic Identity, is an
inspiration to many.

Marian Health System in the United States
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After many years of intense work and dedication, the
SSM’s transferred sponsorship of St. Jude’s Hospital in
St. Lucia back to the government. The sisters of the
islands joined together in a planning session in 2001 to
discern the new needs of the islands. From these con-
versations, the Franciscan Institute of Personal and
Family Development was born.  The vision of the Insti-
tute is to promote a culture of peace, where right rela-
tionships are nurtured in the Franciscan tradition of

compassion, moderation, simplicity and reverence for
all creation. It is an itinerant ministry of Trinidad and
Tobago, St. Lucia, and Grenada that also seeks to
bring about systemic change through education, train-
ing and counseling programs. As an example, an edu-
cational program on violence prevention/peace–mak-
ing skill development is given to students, parents, fac-
ulty, diocesan and government officials, as well as
other churches and civic groups.

Franciscan Institute - Trinidad, St. Lucia and Grenada
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In the late seventies and early eighties, the Sisters in
Italy were aware that for 15 years there had been no
new vocations. In the hearts of the sisters there was a
great desire for new life and hope.  Gathered for a
course of spiritual renewal and an itinerant retreat in
Assisi, they reflected and decided to intensify their
prayer life and to open a house there, in the land of
Francis and Clare, with the purpose of welcoming
young people. With little or no resources, the sisters
began to explore possibilities for this new ministry and
purchased a house. Then the question arose, “Who will

we send to begin this new ministry?   In the Summer of
1980 Casa Chiara was opened. Even though there was
no developed plan, three sisters with age, experience
and different cultures became the new community.  In
order to reach the youth, many diverse approaches
were attempted.  It took three years of intensive effort to
cultivate personal relationships, focusing on faith devel-
opment and vocational discernment.  Before the cente-
nary of the founding of the congregation in 1983 a first
vocation was announced, then a second, a third and
more. Again, small mustard seeds…....

Casa Chiara in Assisi, Italy 
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A number of years after the opening of Casa Chiara, it
became necessary to establish another house
because of the increasing number of youth who were
participating in the formation and evangelization pro-
grams. These programs were planned and carried out
in collaboration with the Friars Minor and other Fran-
ciscan congregations. Everything had to be re-organ-
ized in order to respond to the needs of the youth.
Today, the evangelization ministry has greatly expand-
ed to more than a thousand participants each year;
young people, adolescents, and engaged couples
meet in Assisi, Rome, Sardinia, and other Regions in
Italy. Sisters travel from place to place, collaborating

with our local communities, other parishes and reli-
gious.??The small seeds multiply and grow, offering jour-
neys of faith to many who are searching for meaning
and fulfillment in life.
The goals of the 20th General Assembly urged the sis-
ters to develop human and spiritual courses for cou-
ples and families in need. Participants spread the word
and invite other friends to join them and so the groups
grow in number. Some couples are already asking for
different ways to deepen their faith and to learn about
the SSM charism. Faith is always a dynamic power
that even small as a mustard seed can move moun-
tains.

Youth/Vocational/Pastoral and Family Ministries in Italy
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Fifteen years ago, the Sisters in Austria and Germany
began serious discernment of how to continue the mis-
sion of evangelization in spite of aging and diminish-
ment. They recognized that there were many people
hungering for the sacred and missed having God in
their lives.  Two sisters, one in Austria and one in Ger-
many, began offering courses of prayer and reflection,
utilizing biblical figures”,Biblische Erzählfiguren nach
Doris Egli. In this methodology the participants are
introduced to a biblical character in the context of the

sacred story. Then they are given the materials to cre-
ate the biblical figure in the context of prayer, listening
and reflection.  It is a holistic process that involves both
the spiritual and creative energies of the person. Look-
ing at the figure they are invited to respond to ques-
tions that would lead them to look deeper into their
lives and apply what they have learned. As of today
more than 250 courses have been offered and about
3000 characters of Biblische Erzählfiguren have been
created. 

Evangelization and Biblical Figures – Austria, Germany
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The sisters have had a presence in Brazil since 1964
with evangelization and education as the primary min-
istries. In 1992, following the General Assembly that
was held in the Mãe Dolorosa Convent in Goiãnia, the
congregation felt called to find new ways to respond to
the urgent needs of the people. A day program that
offered educational opportunities to prevent exploita-
tion and  child abuse was begun in the convent.  Even
though this program introduced many new challenges,
it also brought life, joy and energy to the sisters. Today,
children ages zero to six years old are being cared for
throughout the day while their mothers work.  Adoles-
cents and very young people attend the morning pro-
grams; in the afternoons others attend in accordance
with compulsory school regulations. More than 400
youth receive a daily hot meal with snacks and fresh
fruit. This service of love is supported by the congrega-
tion and a network of local lay volunteers who work
closely with the sisters of the community.

In 1985 some SSM’s moved from Goiãnia to the State
of Mato Grosso to provide support to the Xavantes
people.  But the social reality in the town of Nova
Xavantina, located on the banks of the River Manso

(called River of Death in that area) prompted the sis-
ters to provide education to many high-risk children in
the area. They started with kindergarten; later added
elementary, middle and a high school, eventually
named Billy Gancho School. Beginning with an initial
gift from a benefactor, the school celebrated 25 years
of service to the area this year. Thousands of students
graduated from our school and some of them have
received important positions in society. In 2005, FASFA
(St. Francis of Assisi University) was opened in the
same school building. It offers evening courses in edu-
cation, administration and accounting for young adults
of the region. Like many other educational centers,
FASFA is experiencing financial difficulties and is being
evaluated in the light of the global economic crises. 

The mission of Billy Gancho School is more alive than
ever, thanks to the collaboration of the teachers, stu-
dents and volunteers who systematically offer pro-
grams of cultural exchange between the Xavantes
people and the community of Nova Xavantina. Both of
these programs, like all our programs are animated by
faith and hopefully will continue to produce other seeds
of hope for the future.

Urgent Needs in Brazil
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On Easter Sunday, 1890, Mother Frances wrote to her
parents from Rome, announcing a trip to America. She
wrote: “…my dear mother should not be anxious about
my journey, for God goes with me. He is my protector
and helper in every situation... Seven years ago I
would have gone to Africa ...today God calls me to
America to our own sisters, so why should I not go
there joyfully and confidently?” (Let.8 (7), April 6,
1890).  In 2004, 120 years after the foundation of the
SSM’s, the congregation received a specific call to go
to Tanzania.  Bishop L. J. Minde’s faith, as well as that
of our congregational leadership’s must have been
much larger than that of the mustard seed. To honor
this request was “pure utopia” because of declining
membership, advancing age of the sisters, downsizing
of our structures and letting go of some traditional
activities.  With deep faith our leadership decided to
conduct a congregational discernment process, which
resulted in a positive outcome, with an awareness that
to take this mission would be a  major undertaking with
multiple risks. In light of today’s conveniences, some
might think that with the advancement of technology
and globalization obstacles could easily be overcome.

But, this call had most of the similar challenges that
were encountered in our other missions: no electricity
or clean water, unbelievably poor roads, extreme
poverty, and a few impoverished schools. 

In 2006 the first three sisters began their ministry of
evangelization in the Parish of Ifunde, consisting of
about 16,000 parishioners in the rural area of the Dio-
cese of Kahama. They embraced the people and the
mission with faith and established a Franciscan pres-
ence there, ministering to those in need. Since that
time the mission has been growing rapidly branching
out to five kindergartens and a new clinic with support
from a number of benefactors and volunteers.  The sis-
ters who went to explore the location in 2004 have
expressed it this way:  the desert is blooming and blos-
soming. For more information visit the website
www.ssmtanzania.org..

As Sisters of the Sorrowful Mother we are sent
“to work with the poor to alleviate the effects of
poverty, by helping the poor to meet their needs
and to live in human dignity and respect.” (OWL, 53)

“A New Adventure of Love” - Africa 
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Looking with confidence at the reality of our congregation
which is becoming older, smaller, more fragile and vul-
nerable, we can perceive
that the spiritual/contempla-
tive dimension of our
charism is becoming more
evident.  A number of sisters
offer volunteer services in
the areas of visiting the sick,
those in prison, the elderly,
the dying and those in
mourning. Others offer sup-
port and spiritual guidance
to individuals and groups

through retreats, days of prayer, silence and fasting. In
our retirement centers, sisters spend hours in prayer and

adoration.  They also assist
the nursing staff in the care
of some of our more fragile
sisters. Other sisters use
their time and talent to make
arts and crafts that can be
sold with the proceeds used
to support the poor in our
missions. These are all pre-
cious seeds of faith that
have the potential to grow
into other ministries. 

Old and Always New Seeds 
Listening – Vigilant Presence 

More and more the contemplative dimension “invites us into profound reflection and prayer, so that in the light
of faith we  may see more clearly how God’s saving will can heal the spiritual and social poverty of our
times” (OWL #53)
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Each of these stories reminds us of the humble begin-
nings and enormous obstacles, small seeds that our sis-
ters encountered and tried to nur-
ture. We’ve grown from a primarily
German congregation to one that is
multi-cultural. Our ministries have
also broadened from an institutional
model of healthcare to a community
health model with tremendous out-
reach, especially in the rural areas.
We’ve developed a deeper under-
standing of the role of the laity as
SSM associates, volunteers, bene-
factors and partners in ministry.  And
we have become major employers in
certain parts of the congregation with
all the complexities that that entails.

With the rapid diminishment of some parts of the
congregation and the strong desire to have sisters

available for the mission, the 20th

General Assembly in 2007, asked
the general administration to form
a commission to  study the con-
gregational government structure.
After study and discernment the
general council embarked on a
plan for simplification of gover-
nance structures that will be
implemented by October, 1, 2011.
These changes will, hopefully,
free more sisters for the mission
and position the congregational
leadership to respond more rapid-
ly as new needs arise. 

Sowing Seeds for the Future…
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How Shall We Continue to Sow New Seeds?

Guided by the Franciscan values rooted in the Gospel we believe
that:

l Our history and experience of advocating for social justice, in
various parts of the congregation, motivates us to move forward
with our desire to be in right relationship with all of creation. We
are urged to collaborate and advocate for systemic change. 

l We need to concentrate on timely issues, particularly, destruc-
tion of the earth, disintegration of family life, violence toward
women/children, and immigration. 

(Mandate of the 20th General Assembly)

What are our expectations for the future, and what attitudes do we need to cultivate?

“It is as if a person were to scatter seed on the land and would sleep and rise day and
night and the seed would sprout and grow, the person knows not how … ”(Mk 4: 27)

“I planted the seed.  Apollos watered it, but God made it grow. “ (1 Cor.3:6)
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